Overall results of the Workshop on Spine Tango

CONSOLIDATION / SUMMARY OF CORE STATEMENTS

1. Big differences in the EuSSAB countries

2. Different drivers and options for establishing a register fast
   - Government / Regulator
   - Self-Initiative of national Spine society
   - Medtechs as they need data for regulators
   - Individual hospitals joining an international register like Spine Tango

3. CORE CONCLUSION: EUROSPINE with its Spine Tango register and experience
   - is able to develop individual concepts for specific country needs fast
   - is best suited that every individual hospital can join Spine Tango and get the benefits as of immediately
1. Nordic countries have an established register approach → the potential for a cooperation with Spine Tango must be checked → **specific actions** are work in progress initiated by Spine Tango representatives.

2. The potential for a structured register approach should be further evaluated in some specific countries (Romania, Hungary, Croatia) – **actions**: the representatives of these countries can contact Robert Conrad via conrad@eurospine.org.

3. The core question for some countries is: Who will pay the set-up for a register? **Actions**: Based on the fact that individual hospitals can participate in the existing Spine Tango register for free there is no need to wait until a nationwide register is going to be established → **EuSSAB representatives**: please ensure that this message is communicated to individual surgeons and hospitals in your country.

4. The countries that have communicated a concrete interest in establishing a register via Spine Tango fast (Israel) will be contacted by Robert Conrad.